Abstract. High-dimensional index is one of the most challenging tasks for content-based video retrieval (CBVR). Typically, in video database, there exist two kinds of clues for query: visual features and semantic classes. In this paper, we modeled the relationship between semantic classes and visual feature distributions of data set with the Gaussian mixture model (GMM), and proposed a semantics supervised cluster based index approach (briefly as SSCI) to integrate the advantages of both semantic classes and visual features. The entire data set is divided hierarchically by a modified clustering technique into many clusters until the objects within a cluster are not only close in the visual feature space but also within the same semantic class, and then an index entry including semantic clue and visual feature clue is built for each cluster. Especially, the visual feature vectors in a cluster are organized adjacently in disk. So the SSCI-based nearest-neighbor (NN) search can be divided into two phases: the first phase computes the distances between the query example and each cluster index and returns the clusters with the smallest distance, here namely candidate clusters; then the second phase retrieves the original feature vectors within the candidate clusters to gain the approximate nearest neighbors. Our experiments showed that for approximate searching the SSCI-based approach was faster than VA + -based approach; moreover, the quality of the result set was better than that of the sequential search in terms of semantics.
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Introduction
In video database applications, the amount of data is very large and the dimension of data is very high. So it becomes necessary to support efficient retrieval in CBVR systems. Current approaches can be categorized into two general classes: 1) representative size reduction; 2) retrieved set reduction [5] . The dimensionality reduction [1] and VA-based indexing [2, 3, 4] are examples of representative size reduction. The dimensionality reduction can overcome the curse of dimensionality to a degree. However, dimensionality reduction sacrifices some accuracy. The retrieved set reduction can be achieved by limiting search in some semantics range or by cluster-based indexing approaches. Some semantic video classification techniques [6, 7, 8] are proposed to classify video data into pre-defined semantic classes.
Typically, in video database, there exist two kinds of clues for query: visual features and semantic classes. In general, users of video search engines are interested in retrieving video clips based on semantic concepts such as "shoot events in football games" and so on. However, it is a difficult and expensive manual task to label the video with semantic concepts, and the label process is subjective, inaccurate and incomplete. Users hardly know the semantic classes labeled by video database authors, so video objects are queried by visual feature vectors in CBVR system. Now computers can extract low-level visual features of videos automatically, but there is no efficient index method for large-scale visual features data, and querying video clips based only on visual features usually could not provide satisfied solutions because of the semantic gap.
Intuitively, it is reasonable to develop techniques that combine the advantages of both semantics and visual feature index. However, the visual features of some semantically relevant video clips may not be located very close in the visual feature space, or vice versa, the video objects with similar visual features may come from different semantic classes.
In this paper, we propose a semantics supervised cluster based index approach (briefly as SSCI) to achieve the target. We model the relationship between semantic classes and visual feature distributions of the video data set with the Gaussian mixture model (GMM). The SSCI method proceeds as follows: the entire data set is divided hierarchically by a modified clustering technique into many clusters until the objects within a cluster are not only close in the visual feature space but also within the same semantic class and the cluster here is called as index cluster, in particular, the visual feature vectors in an index cluster are organized adjacently in disk; an index entry (cluster index) including semantic clue and visual feature clue is built for each index cluster.The main character of our technique is that it distinctly improves the search speed and the semantic precision of CBVR.
Video Feature Distribution and Modeling
In this section, we discuss the relationship between semantic classes and visual feature distributions of video objects. Intuitively, the semantic gap would be reduced if the relationship between the visual feature vectors and the semantic classes was mined. It is often supposed that the feature vectors within a semantic class follow a single Gaussian distribution [4] . In practice, real data distribution in video databases is complicated, so the feature distribution in a semantic class may be arbitrary shape. Fig. 1(a) abstractly illustrates the complex distributions in the feature space where two arbitrary shaped semantic classes A and B exist. If each semantic class simulated by a single Gaussian model, the Gaussian model for A would cover many objects of B. To alleviate this problem, the distribution of class A in Fig. 1(b) is modeled by a combination of 3 small Gaussian components, which can avoid to cover the objects in class B. In this paper, we present a reasonable hypothesis: not only the whole data set but also each semantic class follows the Gaussian mixture distribution, and a cluster of feature vectors follow a compact single Gaussian model. In this paper, the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is used to estimate the GMM parameters.
The Semantics Sensitive Approximate NN Search
In this section, we propose a semantics supervised cluster based index (SSCI) approach and approximate NN search method based on the index approach.
The SSCI Algorithm (SSCI)
We expect to build an index structure based on the following principles: the entire data set is divided into many subsets; the visual feature vectors in a subset are organized together continuously in the disk; an index entry is built for each subset. Supposing that the mean size of the subsets is d, the population of the index file is as 1/d as that of the data set. The index file is small enough to fit into memory in a lump. During retrieval, the index file is accessed at first to measure the similarity between the query example and the subsets and only a few most similar subsets are accessed to gain approximate query result. Accessing the several similar subsets from disk takes much less time because the vectors in each subset are stored together. Now, which objects should be clustered into one subset? We expect that a CBVR system returns semantic relevant results, given a visual feature vector as a query example. If the semantic class of the query could be estimated, we go forward to the expectation. We adopt a Bayes classifier to classify video objects into certain semantic class. Let i π denote the a priori probability of video semantic class i, 1≤i≤|S|, where |S| is the number of video semantic class, and p(x | s i ) refers to the conditional probability density of x, the feature data point for a video object, given that it belongs to class i.
p(x), the probability distribution function of x, is given by 
i p s x can be calculated by:
Where ( | ) i j p s c is the conditional probability density of semantic class s i given cluster c j , and the conditional probability density ( | ) j p c x is the probability of x belonging to cluster c j and can be given by:
So the Bayes error E can be written as:
Where ( | ) i j p s c can be estimated by:
Where num(j) is the total number of data points in cluster j and ( | ) num i j is the total data points from semantic class i in cluster j.
The above two equations imply that the Bayes error will be lessen to 0 as max ( | ) i j i p s c increases to 1, to say, when all of data points within a cluster (a single Gaussian component) are from the same semantic class, the error reaches minimum. So all data points within a subset (simulated by a compact Gaussian component) should belong to an identical semantic class. The index entry of a subset takes both visual features and semantic classes into account.
According to what we discussed above, we propose SSCI algorithm to create our expected index structure. The outline of our SSCI is as follows: the entire data set is divided into k clusters (k can be determined by the number of semantic classes involved every time); those clusters which include objects of more than one semantic classes will be divided into sub-clusters moreover until all (or the most of) objects of each cluster belong to an identical semantic class; up to now, the objects of each cluster belong to an identical semantic class; if a cluster's size goes down below the lower threshold, merge the cluster into the nearest neighbor cluster within same semantic class; if a cluster's size goes above the upper threshold, split the cluster into two; at last, the result clusters are index clusters, and an index entry including semantic class identification code and parameters of the Gaussian model (mean and variance) is created for each index cluster. The used clustering algorithm consists of two steps: in first step, K-means cluster algorithm is used to clustering the data into k clusters; in second step, the k clusters are inputted EM algorithm to fine-tuned and the parameters of the Gaussian model for the clusters are obtained.
In practical, we firstly transform the feature space with Karhunen-Loeve Transformation (KLT). After KLT, the covariance matrix becomes a diagonal matrix. Calculation is simplified and more accurate Gaussian clusters can be gained.
The cluster index structure is hierarchical while the semantic concepts in the video database are hierarchical.
Approximate NN Searching Approach
For the SSCI technique, given a query, the video retrieval algorithm works as follows:
1. Transforming query vector. Transform the query feature vector to KLT space domain. 2. Searching the index file. Read the index file from disk to memory, then compute the distance between the query vector and the index entries based on formula (3) (the probability of the query vector belonging to each cluster). The algorithm is marked as Cluster-m. In the following of this section, we analyze the algorithm complexity of the strategy.
For the large-scale high-dimensional database, the query runtime is dominated by the times of I/O because of memory limitation. On sequential retrieval method, reading the whole database needs many times I/O because of memory limitation. On the proposed algorithm, the accessed portion of data is a small part of the whole data. For the most of practical application, the accessed portion of data can be fixed into memory within one I/O operation. Reasoningly, the efficiency of the SSCI-based searching is higher than that of the VA-based searching [2, 3] too. Because the main drawback of the VA-base approaches is that the disk I/O of accessing candidate feature vectors is random, whereas in our SSCI-based approach the disk I/O of accessing candidate feature data is sequential. Obviously, the efficiency of the sequential I/O is much higher than the random I/O, so the SSCI-based approach has better performance. Nevertheless, the SSCI-based approach is only applicable to approximate retrieval. The VA-based methods haven't the limitation.
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency and the result quality of the SSCI-based searching approach.
We first describe the data set and the experimental system. The data set is about videos from TV, VCD-ROM, DVD-ROM. We have already collected 150G video files for about 300 hours. We chose about 40 hours videos including 40553 key-frames. We categorized the key-frames based on their video semantics into 20 semantic classes. The 51-dimentional texture histograms [9] of the key-frames were clustered into 3981 clusters, a cluster index entry created for each cluster. For comparison, we employ the VA + -file algorithm, and create 300 bits approximate vector for each 51-dimensional texture feature vector of the data set. Our experiment system is C/S (Client/Server) structure in a local area network of 10 Mbps bandwidth. The client PC is P4 2.4G CPU with 512MB memory. The server PC is P4 1.0GHz×2CPU with 1024MB memory. The data set feature vectors are stored in SQL Server, and the query engine runs on the client PC. The index files are on the client PC.
Evaluation of Efficiency of the SSCI-Based Searching
In this subsection, we evaluate the speedup achieved by the SSCI-based searching approach compared to the VA + -file based approach. Supposed k = 90, we queried 10 times randomly, and the mean times of the two approaches were calculated. Averagely 372 original feature vectors were accessed in the VA + -file based approach. For fairness, we accessed the original feature vectors of top 30 nearest neighbor clusters for the proposed method, noted Cluster-30. The mean number of the visited original feature vectors was 358 in 10 queries. The accessed data sizes of the two methods were nearly equivalent. Table 1 shows that the efficiency of the SSCI-based approach is higher than that of the VA + -file approach though both methods spend long time because C/S structure and SQL Server were used. Especially, searching the index file of the SSCI-based approach is significantly faster than searching the VA + -file. It is caused by two reasons: first, the population of the index file in VA + -file approach is equal to the population of the original feature data, N, whereas the population of the index file in the SSCI approach is N/m; second, the distances between the query object and the index entries of index file are computed directly in the SSCI-based approach, whereas in the VA + -file based approach, the lower and upper bounds of the distances between the query example and the approximate vectors all need to be calculated. The computing complexity of the latter is obviously higher. At the phase of computing the distance of the original feature vectors, the distance measure of the two approaches are equivalent. The difference is that accessing the original feature vectors is performed at random disk locations in VA + -file but at sequential disk locations in the SSCI-based approach.
Performance of Approximate k-NN Searching
In this paper, precision is used to measure the performance. In our experiments, an object of result set is correct if and only if the object belongs the same semantic class with the query example. The precision P is defined by
Where c is the number of the correct result objects, and t is the number of the all result objects.
To evaluate the quality of the approximate result set, we introduce two quality metrics: relative precision ratio and relative distance ratio. Suppose the precision of the approximate k-NN algorithm is p a and that of the sequential k-NN algorithm is p s . We define the precision ratio P as relative approximate precision, given by
It is intuitive that the bigger P is, the higher the precision of the approximate k-NN search is. If the precision of the approximate k-NN search is higher than that of the sequential k-NN search, P is larger than 1. Or else, P is less than 1. The precision does not capture important information about the quality of the approximation. Ferhatosmanoglu etc. [5] introduce an error metric. Suppose the approximate k-NN algorithm returns the result set 1 2 ( , , , ) 
For certainly, D≥1. Only when the result set of the approximate k-NN algorithm equal to that of the real result set computed by the distance function, the equal sign is tenable. The smaller D is, the closer the result set of the approximate k-NN algorithm is to the real result set. We compared the proposed method with the VA-LOW-k algorithm. The VA-LOW-k algorithm [10] [5] is an approximate query algorithm based on VA + -file. At first phase, the lower bounds of the distance between the approximate vectors and the query example were figured out. The k nearest neighbor vectors were regarded as the approximate retrieval results. At second phase, only the k original feature vectors were accessed and their accurate distance with the query example were computed for sorting the result objects. We chose 11 semantic classes randomly and do 3 queries for each class randomly, k = 100. For the Cluster-m method, the original feature vectors of the top 10 nearest neighbor clusters were accessed to compute the accurate distances, namely Cluster-10. The distance is measured based on the Euclidean distance. The comparisons of performance of VA-LOW-k and Cluster-10 are presented in Table 2 for both the two metrics. On average, the Cluster-10 algorithm achieves an error of D = 1.53, whereas the VA-LOW-k algorithm achieves an error level of D = 2.19. In terms of total distance of the results, the Cluster-10 algorithm is closer to the sequential retrieval (accurate retrieval). The precision ratios of the Cluster-10 are higher than that of the VA-LOW-k. The mean precision ratio of the Cluster-10 reaches P = 1.23, to say, the precision ratio is 1.23 times of that of the sequential retrieval. The mean precision ratio of the VA-LOW-k reaches P = 0.58 that is much less than that of the sequential retrieval. Typically, the precision of the approximate retrieval is lower than that of the accurate retrieval. Because the semantic class is taken into account for the SSCI technique to create index, our approximate retrieval achieves higher precision than the accurate retrieval. We analyze the improvement of the result quality of our technique as the number of the accessing clusters increases. The result of Cluster-m overlap to that of the accurate retrieval as the value of m increases. Meanwhile, the time cost increases as the size of the accessed original feature data grows. Fig. 2 illustrates the comparison of the performances of Cluster-m with m=10 (Cluster-10) and m=20 (Cluster-20). The D of Cluster-20 is 1.16, whereas the D of Cluster-10 is 1.53 averagely. The P of Cluster-20 and Cluster-10 are average 1.33 and 1.23 respectively. The improvement of the precision is slow as m increases. The clusters with higher condition probability for the query example are relevant to the query semantics with higher probability. Therefore, the higher precision can be gained by accessing a few clusters of original feature vectors using our algorithm.
Comparing to the idea proposed in [5] , our approach gives attention to both visual clue and semantic clue of video objects, improving the speed and semantic precision of CBVR systems at same time.
Conclusions and Discussions
In this paper, we have proposed an index method based on clustering supervised by semantics to integrate the advantages of both semantic classes and visual features. We analyzed the relation of semantic classes and visual feature distribution of data set and then we modeled the relation with the GMM. We developed the SSCI-based approximate searching technique. The data set is divided into the clusters, in which the objects are similar on visual feature and relevant on semantics. We performed experiments to evaluate our proposed approach. Only accessing original feature vectors within the candidate clusters fastens the query, and higher semantic precision is achieved.
The future work includes finding hidden semantics corresponding to the interim clusters. For example, a cluster including objects of "football" and "grassland" possibly means "green field". This should be helpful to bridge the semantic classes and visual features.
